It was then off to Jena, Germany, to postdoc with Bernie Hube.
When I was writing my thesis, his name was popping up on so many good papers. I thought it was pronounced Hube. Turned out it's pronounced Hube. Moving away to Germany was obviously a big decision, but one of the best I've made. Landing a great mentor, wherever that may be is a huge plus. I'd say that a stint in another country is a great part of developing your career. Then I discovered a novel system that Candida uses to scavenge zinc.
Basically, the fungus releases a zinc binding protein which sequesters the metal, supplying it back to the cell for assimilation and growth.
I called this the zincophore system and, based on evolutionary studies, it looks like many more fungi might employ it. 
| WHERE DO YOU THINK FUNGAL MICROBIOLOGY IS HEADED IN THE FUTURE? WHAT DO WE NEED TO BE THINKING ABOUT?
Fungal pathogens are either environmentally acquired, or are commensal colonisers. I think that understanding how these species have evolved in their natural (non-pathogenic) habitats will be key in recognizing, and exploiting, their strengths and weaknesses. Aside from that, probably the most important thing is getting more people to appreciate their true medically importance-It is underappreciated that fungi kill more people than malaria (by a long way), and about the same as TB; yet this is not even known by many microbiologists.
| WHAT DO YOU ENJOY THE MOST A B OU T YOUR WORK? AND WHAT ABOUT THE LEAST?
Everything, apart from … admin. I really like scientific debate, coming up with new ideas. And there are few things as satisfying as making an observation for the first time. Two things. The first is our discovery of candidalysin. I really thought that invasive C. albicans filaments would inherently damage host cells.
Not so. It's the toxin. We published that two years ago in Nature.
The other was based on careful observation, and a bit of luck: the first observation I made in my PhD was that a C. albicans cyclic AMP signalling defective mutant exhibited a weird colony morphology on agar media. I called it the "popcorn morphology." Over ten years later, my Honours student showed me the exact same colony morphology with a zinc homeostatic mutant we'd made. Maybe this is a coincidence, but it turns out we've been able to start mapping the regulatory pathway governing intracellular zinc homeostasis pretty accurately, based on these two apparently pretty random observations. Keep your eyes open!
| WHAT ADVICE WOULD YOU GIVE TO OTHER EARLY CAREER RESEARCHERS STARTING OUT IN THEIR CAREER GIVEN YOUR EXPERIENCES?
Do what you want to do, but frame your question within a field which is a current hot topic.
Collaborate-both ways-it will either make your project better or will get you an easy co-authorship. 
